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S1. User’s manual for the package of image analysis and data fitting
code
S1.1. OVERVIEW
run_analyze_xs is used to extract data from protein/mRNA stainings of Drosophila embryos

and characterize their expression. The input is a folder of fluorescent images of cross‐sectioned
(xs) embryos. It returns a structure array of quantified values for each staining(s) in each
embryo. Accompanying functions display the information in graphical form.
S1.2. WORKFLOW
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S1.3. SYNTAX
A = run_analyze_xs( ‘folder’, [channels], {‘channelnames’}, ‘genotype’)

The returned value A is an nx1 structure array with n corresponding to the number of files in
the folder that were completed by the analysis.

S1.4. TYPES OF FILES
This function accepts LSM files, with each LSM file containing a single 3D cross‐sectioned
embryo. Imaging settings are generally 1.3 µm per slice, 15 slices per z‐stack (see section 2.3 for
additional details). It is imperative that all the files in the folder being analyzed contain identical
staining type in identical channel order (see below).

S1.5. SIGNIFICANCE OF INPUT VARIABLES
The input parameter channels must be a numeric row vector with the same number of
elements as there are channels in the image. See table below for description of the types of
channels and their numeric codes.
channelnames must be a single row cell array variable with the same number of elements as

there are channels in the image. Each element of the cell array must be a single row string that
names the molecular species detected in that channel, such as 'sna'. If more than one
molecular species is in a given channel, separate them by commas, with no spaces, such as
'ind,sna'. The names of the molecular species must be a member of a given list of known
names. This is in particular important for the fit_peaks function, which operates on mRNA
and intronic channels. See Sections S1.5.2, S1.6, and S2.9 for more details.
The input genotype must be a single row string.
The matching of channels and channelnames is critical for the program to run properly.
Options for input that are made available in this package are listed in the table below.
channels

1
2
3
4
5

DESCRIPTION
nuclei
non‐nuclear protein or mRNA
nuclear protein
intronic probe
none of the above

Channelnames
H3, DAPI, etc.
sna, vnd, sog, zen, etc.
dl
sna, vnd, sog, zen, etc.
Brightfield, N/A
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S1.5.1. nuclei
Nuclear staining, such as with histone H3 antibody, is required for analysis of nuclear proteins
and nascent transcripts (intronic probe).
S1.5.2. non‐nuclear protein or mRNA
This analysis requires a prior estimate of the gene/protein canonical expression. See
Geneaverages folder for complete list of currently existing genes and their proper call in format
<name>avg.mat. New genes require avg file to be made (unless a similar avg profile can be
substituted) in order to run fit_peaks. The supplement folder Functions>Geneaverages lists
the profiles included. See S1.8.8 on generating a new canonical profile.
S1.5.3. nuclear protein
Nuclear proteins labeled dl are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution and are analyzed
accordingly. Otherwise, nuclear proteins are fit using a canonical profile via fit_nuclei.
S1.5.4. intronic probe
Nascent transcripts can be detected using an intronic probe. They appear as nuclear dots, and
analyze_xs locates maximum intensity pixels within nuclei and measures the strength of the
nuclear dot. fit_peaks fits a smoothed version of the data to estimated peaks and therefore
also requires an avg.mat file to exist (see section S1.5.2).
S1.5.5. none of the above
Any image channel that does not contain any of the above molecular species. This includes
brightfield images.

S1.6. TIPS
Several obstacles commonly encountered when running the program, and how to avoid them,
are listed below.
Varying from channelnames (ex. ‘snail’ instead of ‘sna’) will cause errors. See Section
S1.5.2.





It is important that the input is in the same sequence as the saved file. Check the
order in which channels, and thus the corresponding stainings, are saved. The
sequence may be independent of channel wavelength. One method is to load the
LSM file onto ImageJ.
Bright spots near the embryo (ex. pieces of dust) will cause the program to abort.
Nuclear cycles 11 and 12 of the Drosophila syncytium require manual input for
nuclear segmentation. This is due to the fact that nuclei are sparse at this stage.
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Please note that if running fit_peaks(…,1):





The function requires an existing folder named “Fittedpeaksimages” in the Methods
folder. Output JPEGs will be saved here.
Nuclear proteins are not plotted.
Currently, the function cannot create the “Fittedpeaksimages” folder; it must be a
preexisting folder.
See section S1.8.4 for more information.

If fit_gaussian or fit_peaks returns errors, user should be able to manually skip to
plot_embryo. However:



Calculated values will have missing fields
Profiles will not be centered such that the ventral midline is at 0. User can still
manually choose the midline. See section S1.8.7.

S1.7. UNDERSTANDING THE ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS
Several functions are called throughout the course of this analysis, and they are listed in the
tables below.
S1.7.1. From run_analyze_xs:
FUNCTION
analyze_xs
fit_gaussian

fit_peaks

DESCRIPTION
Obtains the intensities of the image channels of interest.
Fits the nuclear protein distribution (in particular the Dorsal
nuclear gradient data) to a Gaussian to fine the best‐fit values
of the gradient amplitude, basal levels, width, and midline.
Fits gene expression pattern(s) to stereotypical peaks of gene
expression. This is probably the most complicated of the
analysis functions. Uses canonicalgeneborders,
circshiftDU, find_midline, smooth_intron, subtrbkgrnd,
cell2str, str2cell, isodd, strfindDU, genefit,
num2strDU.

S1.7.2. From analyze_xs:
FUNCTION
lsminfo
lsmRead2

DESCRIPTION
Reads meta data about the LSM file.
Loads z‐stack images from the LSM file.
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borderFinder

domainMeas

find_nuclei

nuclearintensity

intronicintensity

Locates the periphery of the embryo in each z‐slice. Uses
c1628, circfit, conseccheck, gaussfiltDU, roundx.
Measures the intensity of the color channels in quadrilaterals
placed around the periphery of the embryo. This is for all color
channels but in particular it is important for mRNA. This is
always called by default, even if the user does not specify
mRNA as one of the color channels. Uses roundx.
Locates nuclei. This is only called if the user specifies one of
the channels as nuclei. Uses unroll2 (uses periphery points to
unroll nuclear layer into a strip).
Finds the intensity of the nuclear proteins in the specified
color channels, just on top of the nuclei (that was found by
find_nuclei). This is only called if the user specifies one of
the color channels as nuclei and at least one of the color
channels as a nuclear protein.
Finds the max intensity dot on each nucleus, which
corresponds to the intensity of the intronic probe (i.e. nascent
transcript or “nuclear dot”). This is only called if the user
specifies one of the color channels as nuclei and at least one
of the color channels as an intronic probe.

S1.7.3. From fit_peaks:
FUNCTION
canonicalgeneborders

find_midline

smooth_intron

genefit

DESCRIPTION
Loads a “canonical” version of the gene expression peak of the
gene‐of‐interest and calculates where the borders of that
gene expression peak are, based on an h‐maximal threshold
(usually h=1/2).
Finds the most likely location of the midline based on the
patterns of gene expression as well as what types of genes are
in each channel.
Takes the salt‐and‐pepper pattern of intronic probe intensity
and smooths it out so the profile can be easily fitted to a
canonical gene expression peak.
Loads in a canonical gene expression peak for the gene
provided and returns what the real gene expression peak
looks like based on changing amplitude, background level,
location of peak, and a stretching factor.
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S1.7.4. Plotting the data
Upon the completion of run_analysis_xs, user may run the function plot_embryo described
below.

plot_embryo

Plots all of the data extracted by analyze_xs. Uses the
automagically‐detected midline from one of the “fit” functions
to center the plot. If the midline has not been previously
found, the user can interact with the plot and choose a
midline (see section S1.8.7). Uses circshiftDU, mDU.

S1.8. EXAMPLES
Below are several examples of inputs into the Matlab command window and corresponding
outputs.

S1.8.1. Example 1A – Going through run_analyze_xs
For a folder named embryos.mdb with five LSM files of five embryos stained with vnd gene in
the first channel, Dorsal nuclear protein in the second channel, and histone H3 nuclear protein
in the third channel:
Input 1A:
>> X = run_analyze_xs('embryos.mdb', [2 3 1], {'vnd' 'dl' 'H3'}, 'wt');

Output 1A:
j
j
j
e
j

=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
1
4

The return value X is a 4x1 structure array. The 4th embryo in the folder gave error(s) and
returned e=1 which is not included in X. The error can be determined by loading a mat file that
is automatically saved by run_analyze_xs. The mat file is named run_analyze_xsError.mat
by default, but can take on an appended portion of the name if “outfile” is specified in
th
run_analyze_xs as the 5 argument. Also, results of the current analysis are saved to a mat
file called run_analyze_xsCurrent.mat. The same appended naming can be performed here.
This file is updated after each successful embryo analysis.
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S1.8.2. Example 1B
To examine the data of an individual embryo n, enter X(n). The input below calls on the
second embryo.
Input 1B:
>> X(2)

Output 1B:
The output is grouped into four different categories. The first is the metadata, which is
composed of the fields from “filename” to “L_bar”. The second is the secondary data, which
are in the fields from “s_mid” to “Intron”. The last two categories are the tertiary data
regarding nuclear proteins and that regarding genes. See S2.2.3 for detailed description of
fields.
ans =

filename:
channels:
channeltypes:
channelnames:
genotype:
metadata:
H:
W:
D:
Lbar:
s_mid:
s:
t:
S:
R:
Std_R:
Intron:
nucprotein_names:
A:
B:
M:
mu:
sig:
dA:
dB:
dM:
dmu:
dsig:
gof:

'embryo2.lsm'
[2 3 1]
{1x3 cell}
{'vnd' 'dl' 'H3'}
'wt'
[1x1 struct]
742
777
20
276.7770
[-0.6933 -0.7046 NaN]
[301x1 double]
[301x3 double]
[1645x1 double]
[1645x1 double]
[1645x1 double]
NaN
gene_names:
{'dl'}
sV:
1.5784e+03
sD:
244.3316
w:
15.8470
dsV:
-0.7046
dsD:
0.1574
dw:
5.5629
gof_gene:
4.2917
5.8413
4.3774e-04
5.5205e-04
0.9893

{'vnd'
[0.1866
[0.3142
[0.1276
[0.0017
[0.0018
[0.0035
[0.9752

'dl'}
0]
1.0122]
1.0122]
0]
0.0073]
0.0073]
0.9977]

See S1.8.8 regarding the presence of the ‘dl’ gene.
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S1.8.3. Example 1C
The input here will plot the data of the second embryo using function plot_embryo.
Input 1C:
>> plot_embryo(X(2));

Output 1C:

S1.8.4. Example 1D
To plot the non‐nuclear protein(s) and/or gene(s) using function fit_peaks, include the
parameter “1”.
Input 1D:
>> fit_peaks(X(2),1);

Output 1D:
JPEG(s) are saved in folder “Fittedpeaksimages.” (This folder must be created by the user first;
Matlab will return an error if this folder is not found in the working Matlab directory.) Note
that Dl is not plotted since it is a nuclear protein and not analyzed by fit_peaks (it goes
through fit_gaussian instead). For gene vnd:
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These profiles represent half (0 to 1) of the embryo along the DV axis and:
(a) Centered at midline
(b) Background subtracted
(c) Four curves, two open‐circles (data) and their corresponding two lines (fitted)
(d) Each pair of curves represents each half of the embryo (‐1,0) and (0,+1)

S1.8.5. Example 1E
To call on data for all embryos in folder, do not include n.

Input 1E:
>> fit_peaks(X,1);
>> plot_embryo(X);

Output 1E:
JPEGs for all non‐nuclear proteins and genes of all embryos in X will be saved in
“Fittedpeaksimages” folder.
Plots for all embryos in X will appear briefly as they are saved to JPEG format.
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S1.8.6. Example 2 – Analyzing a single image file
To analyze a single LSM file, user may run the function analyze_xs with the same input
variables as run_analyze_xs. Then, depending on stainings, subsequently run fit_gaussian
and/or fit_peaks. The file sample1.lsm (which is included in the Supplementary material) has
sna in the first channel, ind in the second channel, and nuclear H3 in the third channel.
Input 2:
>>
>>
>>
>>

Y = analyze_xs( 'sample1.lsm' , [2 2 1], {'sna' 'ind' 'H3'}, 'wt');
Y = fit_peaks(Y);
fit_peaks(Y,1);
plot_embryo(Y);

Output 2:
There are no nuclear proteins, so fit_gaussian was not needed. Files ind001.jpg and
sna001.jpg are saved in folder “Fittedpeaksimages”:

Centered plot of ind and sna will appear:
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S1.8.7. Example 3 – Manual centering
If skipped fitting (fit_gaussian and/or fit_peaks), or errors returned, user may continue to
plot_embryo and manually center the profiles. Here, single embryo data Z did not go through
fit_peaks.

Input 3:
>> Z = analyze_xs( 'sample1.lsm' , [2 2 1], {'sna' 'ind' 'H3'}, 'wt');
>> [h,L,Z] = plot_embryo(Z);

Output 3:
Mouse pointer becomes a crosshair: left‐click to manually choose where center should be
(artificially ~0.3 in example below). If the first choice in clicking on the midline was not quite
right, the user can continue to update with more left‐clicks. After the user is satisfied in
choosing a midline manually, right‐click to confirm.
The output variables h and L refer to the graphics handles (identifiers of each of the curves in
the plot) and names of the curves (which go into the legend), respectively. The third output, Z,
is the original structure with the value of the user‐chosen midline saved to the field s_mid.
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S1.8.8.

Example 4 – Analyzing nuclear proteins

Consider a nuclear protein called abc.
If abc is to be analyzed similarly to Dorsal (i.e. Gaussian‐like Equation 1), user should input ‘dl’
in channelnames since fit_gaussian only recognizes ‘dl’.
X = analyze_xs(‘file’, [3], {‘dl’})

In this case, fit_gaussian will calculate the Gaussian properties for abc. And plot_embryo will
display these values as dots with errorbars along with a fitted curve. In addition, fit_peaks will
also analyze this channel using the dlavg canonical profile though it will not appear when calling
plot_embryo.

However, if abc does not fit a Gaussian, it can still be analyzed using fit_peaks. Thus it will
require an existing canonical profile.
X = analyze_xs(‘file’, [3], {‘abc’})

Even though there is a nuclear protein present as indicated by [3], fit_gaussian does not
recognize ‘abc’ and will not calculate any Gaussian properties (no fitted curve). Instead,
fit_peaks will use abcavg.mat to analyze it.

An image file, sample2.lsm, has been provided as part of the Supplementary material and
contains a nuclear protein that can be analyzed as ‘dl’ or ‘Sna-GFP’ (with Sna‐GFPavg.mat).
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S1.8.9.

Example 5 – Generating a canonical profile

When analyzing a species for the first time, a canonical profile (<gene>avg.mat) must be
generated to fit the data using fit_peaks. Producing an additional canonical plot is also useful
when there are changes in the expression domain, for example due to temporal dynamics
and/or mutant phenotypes. Nuclear proteins that do not necessarily fit a Dorsal Gaussian
distribution can also be fitted to a canonical plot (instead of running the data through
fit_gaussian). However, these canonical plots do not contain the parameters used to
describe Gaussian curves such as amplitude and sigma.
The more samples that are taken into account, the better the canonical profile will be
representative. The suggested minimum is 10 images. Multiple profiles may be required,
depending on the unique patterns that could change over time, probe location, etc.

Input 5A:
>> [h,L,soln] = plot_embryo(X);

The input X is the structure returned from the function analyze_xs.
Where:



h is a cell array of embryos in X. Each element corresponds to all of the object handles of
respective plots.
L is a cell array of embryos containing the names of each object in each plot. E.g. a legend
can be generated on i'th plot by issuing
>> legend(L{i})



soln is the updated structure X. X and soln will only differ when midline was found by
hand. In this case, midline values are stored in every channel of s_mid.

Output 5A:
Similar to Example 3 (0), a window will appear with a data plot of one embryo and the user
must manually choose the ventral midline (right mouse click). This is repeated for all embryos in
the structure X.
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Here, the blue curve is Dorsal nuclear protein. Red is sna and ind, with non‐overlapping
domains, stained in the same channel. The mouse’s crosshair indicates the chosen ventral
midline at around ‐0.3. This midline is saved in the output soln and used in the next step with
generate_canonical.

Input 5B:
>> [s,t,sD,sV,s_offset] = generate_canonical(soln,‘sna’,‘ventral’, rbr) ;

Where:
 soln is the output of plot_embryo in Example 4A
 sna is the name of the gene you are making the canonical profile for. For each embryo,
the program will find which color channel has sna in it, and use that as part of the
averaged profile that makes up the canonical profile. This will also be used to name the
<gene>avg.mat file, i.e. snaavg.mat. Note that once this file is made, and fit_peaks is
later called to fit your gene expression data to a canonical profile, every measured gene
that is labeled as ‘sna’ will be fit to this profile.
 ventral indicates the gene type. With ‘ventral’ only one border will be calculated.
Other options include ‘lateral’ (two borders) and ‘dorsal’ (one border). In the case
this is not a DV cross section (this could include, for example, the animal‐vegetal axis in
Xenopus embryos, the anterior‐posterior axis in saggital sections of Drosophila embryos,
or the oral‐aboral axis of sea urchin embryos), ‘ventral’ would refer to a gene whose
expression domain includes the point chosen for ‘s_mid’. If you align an anterior‐
posterior saggital section of a Drosophila embryo with the anterior pole at x = 0, then
hunchback would qualify as a ‘ventral’ gene. On the other hand, ‘dorsal’ would then
refer to a gene whose expression domain includes the point opposite what is chosen for
s_mid. ‘lateral’ refers to a gene whose expression domain includes neither the point
chosen for ‘s_mid’, nor the point opposite.
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rbr is the radius of the structuring element with which the background is subtracted.

Choose this value to be slightly wider than your peak, in units of relative axis length.
Optionally, not shown, a midline channel index can be provided as the last input. Each
channel can have an estimate of the midline. This index indicates which channel to use
as the estimate for the ventral midline. The default value is 1. However, if the midline
estimate from channel 1 contains NaN (a special Matlab name for “not‐a‐number”), the
program will look for the first channel that contains a non‐NaN value for the midline.

Output 5B:
Since both sna and ind genes are on the same channel, both curves appear in the plot.
However, the inputs ‘sna’ and ‘ventral’ indicate that only one border should be chosen, and
that border should be the border of sna. Thus, the user can only specify one point where the
peak becomes zero. This is shown in the left plot where the zero point is taken at ~0.25.
The zero point is chosen by clicking on the left button of the mouse and a red dot will appear.
Once all the point(s) are selected, enter ‘a’ to finish. If you would like select a different point,
enter ‘d’ to remove the previous point and try again.

Everything dorsal to that point is set to zero, and this final canonical profile is saved in the
working folder (plot on right). In this example, the file is named snaavg.mat. If you have a
folder where all of your canonical profiles are stored (i.e. Functions>Geneaverages), then move
snaavg.mat to that folder.
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The output variables are:




s is the domain values (x‐axis)



sV is the location of the ventral border (or the border proximal to the location chosen as
s_mid) of the canonical peak. If the gene is a ‘ventral’ gene, then sV = 0, by
definition. s_peak is the maximum value for ‘lateral’. Note that for ‘dorsal’
s_peak = 1 and for ‘ventral’ s_peak = 0.

t holds the values of the curve (y‐axis)
sD is the location of the dorsal border (or the border distal to the location chosen as
s_mid) of the canonical peak. If the gene is a dorsal gene, then sD = 1, by definition.

These variables are all stored in the file <gene>avg.mat. In addition to these variables, rbr and
‘s_offset’ are also stored in <gene>avg.mat. rbr is described above. s_offset is the
location of the peak of the canonical.

Input 5C:
>> [s,t,sD,sV,s_offset] = generate_canonical(soln,‘ind’,‘lateral’, 0.25) ;

Output 5C:
For a lateral gene, two borders are required: the ventral border and the dorsal border. Thus,
two points are required from the user. Everything outside the region in between these points is
set to zero.

In addition, the profile is normalized such that the peak is at 1.
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S1.8.10.

Example 6 – Analyzing multiple genes in a single channel

If multiple genes with non‐overlapping expression domains are put in a single channel, this
program is able to analyze each expression domain separately. To do this, you need to tell
analyze_xs that multiple genes are present in the same channel by separating them with a
comma. For example, if sna and ind are in the same color channel, then the channelname
would be ‘ind,sna’. This feature can be extended to genes that have multiple domains of
expression, such as the gap genes, or rho. In the following example, we demonstrate how to
run the analysis on rho, which has a lateral domain (‘rho’), and a dorsal domain (‘rhoD’). Note
that these two domains are identified separately and require unique canonical profiles.

Input 6A:
>> soln = run_analyze_xs(‘embryos2.mdb’,[2 2 2],{'dpp','brk','rho,rhoD'},
'wt');
>> plot_embryo(soln(8));

Output 6A:

The ventral midline has not yet been established, but there are two distinct rho domains: (1)
lateral expression around 0 and 0.5 and (2) dorsal expression around ‐0.75.
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Input 6B:
>> fit_peaks(soln(8), 1)

Output 6B:
The lateral domains of rho are detected by the program at approximately 0.1‐0.3 DV position,
and the dorsal domains are detected correctly as well.
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S1.8.11.

Example 7 – Generating a boxplot

Once analysis of the images is complete, the numbers assigned can be useful in comparing
different gene boundaries, identifying mutants, etc. One method is using a boxplot to visualize
the location of domain boundaries.
Here, we plot the ventral and dorsal boundaries for the gene vnd in wildtype embryos. Again,
the embryo is measured such that 0 is the ventral‐most point and 1 is the dorsal‐most point.
Input 7:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

v = [soln(:).sV];
v = v’;
d = [soln(:).sD];
d = d’;
boxplot([v,d]);

% lists all ventral boundaries
% transposition
% repeat for dorsal boundaries
% produce side-by-side boxplots

Output 7:

The two boxplots show the locations of the ventral (left, 1) and dorsal (right, 2) borders of the
vnd gene expression domain.
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S2. Detailed supplementary methods
S2.1. SETUP
All computational analysis was implemented in Matlab (R2010a or higher, Mathworks). Source
code is organized in several folders. Before running individual functions, these folders should
be placed in Matlab search path. Matlab provides a dialog to do so. Select
File | Set Path…

to open the path dialog. Then click
Add with Subfolders…

button to ensure all subfolders are added to the Matlab search path. Point to the local folder
where the package downloaded and unpacked. The list of folders should reflect newly added
folders. Save the search path and close the dialog to finish setup.

S2.2. RUNNING ANALYSIS
The main entry point for the computational analysis is the analyze_xs() function. This
function calls several other functions within the main analysis loop to perform individual tasks
during analysis. Major tasks and related functions are detailed in the following subsections.
Several bookkeeping steps before and after the main loop are as follows.
S2.2.1. Preparation tasks:
If not provided, optional arguments to analyze_xs() are assigned default values as follows:
yesplot: whether or not to plot the image and the boundary. Default value is false.
ring_width: width of ring in microns. Default value = 18.36.
stage: nuclear cycle. Default value is 14.
nt: number of radial bins. Default value is 60.
analyze_xs() calls lsminfo() to read metadata included in the LSM file and checks for the

number of channels. Each channel is assigned a type according to the numerical identifiers
given to analyze_xs(), see Section S1.5 of the Supplementary Manual for details.
The set of frames are read from the LSM file and scaled with respect to voxel sizes. Individual
frames are then cropped to the region of interest containing the embryo cross‐section data.
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The background level (true black) is estimated for each channel independently, to be the most
frequent intensity level (mode). This background level is subtracted from all slices in individual
channels.
S2.2.2. Bookkeeping tasks:
When the main analysis loop completes, analysis results are populated in a structure (see
Section S1.8.1 of Supplementary Manual).
This structure is also stored on disk in a Matlab data file, which is named as the original file
appended with “_data.mat”.
S2.2.3. Output:
The main function, analyze_xs(), returns a structure, where individual fields store all
information about input data and analysis results. Relevant fields of this structure may be
updated by subsequent analysis operations. These fields are as follows:
filename: name of the input file
channels: the number code identifying measurement type in each channel
channeltypes: the type of each measurement in each channel
channelnames: description of what is in each channel
genotype: genotype of embryo
metadata: a structure containing metadata (see below)
H: the number of y‐pixels
W: the number of x‐pixels
D: the number of z‐slices
Lbar: the average size of embryo (half‐circumference) in microns
s_mid: 1‐by‐n_channels vector of where the midline is predicted to be. In most cases, the
midline is the ventral midline, but in some (such as pMad), it would be the dorsal midline. Each

channel gets an opportunity to predict where the midline is.
s: pseudo arclength, generated as linspace(-1,1,301)’
t: 301‐by‐n_channels array of the smoothened data as you go around the periphery of the
embryo. Averaged in the z‐direction.
S: the pseudo arclength coordinates of each nucleus. The z‐direction is ignored.
R: the intensity of nuclear protein(s) for each nucleus. Same length as S, but has np columns,
where np is the number of nuclear proteins. The identity of the nuclear protein in each column
is in the same order as specified in channelnames field.
Std_R: the standard deviation of each measurement in R.
Intron: similar to R, but the intronic probe intensity for each nucleus.
A,B,M,mu,sig: parameters of Gaussian fits for the nuclear proteins
dA,dB,dM,dmu,dsig: length of 68% error‐bars on above parameters
gof: r‐square goodness‐of‐fit value for the Gaussian‐fits
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sV,sD,w: the ventral border, dorsal border, and widths of gene expression patterns in the
mRNA or intronic probes. Each of these will be a 1‐by‐n_probe vector, where n_probe

is the number of either mRNA or intronic probe channels. The identity of the gene in
each column is in the same order as specified in channelnames.
dsV,dsD,dw: length of 68% error‐bars on above parameters
gof_gene: the r‐square goodness‐of‐fit value for the gene expression fits
The metadata field contains a structure with the following fields. These values collectively
describe the data. The user is not expected to interact with metadata.
lsminf1: image metadata transferred from lsmRead()
lsminf2: image metadata transferred from lsminfo()
scalings: 1x3 vector of the x,y,z scalings in microns per pixel
rho: the nearest integer to the ratio of z scaling to xy scaling
Yhatmax: the distance into the embryo (in pixels) the nuclear layer is taken to be
nt: number of points in theta where the embryo periphery is evaluated
bg: the background levels of each of the channels
std_bg: the standard deviations of the background levels
w: the average arclength, in pixels, of the embryo periphery
arc: the arclength of each slice, in pixels
L: the arclength of each slice in microns of the embryo's half‐periphery
Xp,Yp: cell array variables that contain the x and y coordinates of the periphery of the embryo.

Each element of these cell arrays corresponds to a z‐slice
T,Raw: the intensity of the mRNA channel as you go around the periphery of the embryo in
quadrilaterals equally‐spaced in periphery pseudo arclength. Each is a D‐by‐1 cell array.
Each element in the cell arrays is a 301‐by‐n_channels array, where n_channels is the
number of non‐"N/A" channels.
X,Y,S: cell arrays containing the x,y and pseudoarclength coordinates of each nucleus. Each
element of these cell arrays corresponds to a z‐slice.
Nuc,Std_nuc,Nuc_protein,Std_nuc_protein,Intron,Std_intron: cell array variables that
contain the intensity values and standard deviations of nuclei, nuclear proteins, and
intronic probe intensity, for each nucleus. Each element of these cell arrays
corresponds to a z‐slice.
cint,cint68: the 95% and 68% confidence intervals on the gaussian fits to the nuclear
proteins: [A B M mu sig]
B_gene: the background of gene expression fits.
genes: the metadata for the gene fits.
introns: the metadata for the intronic probe fits.
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S2.3. FINDING THE OUTER EDGE OF EMBRYO
The main steps of finding the outer edge of the embryo cross‐section are as follows:
Image is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. The cross‐section is divided into 6‐degree slices.
Average intensity in each slice is found as a function of distance from the center of the cross‐
section. The radius where the intensity drops to 25% of maximum intensity marks the outer
edge of the embryo. Finding the outer edge is implemented in borderFinder() function. This
function takes an image, along with the following optional parameters:
h: height of intensity cutoff. Default value is 0.25.
yesplot: whether or not to plot the image and the boundary. Default value is false.
nt: choice for number of bins in theta. This value will determine the length of output
arrays xp and yp. Default value is 60.

If yesplot is set to true, borderFinder() will produce a plot similar to the following:

The borderFinder() function returns the peripheral coordinates of the embryo cross‐section
in xp and yp arrays.

S2.4. FINDING DOMAINS OF GENE EXPRESSION IN AN EMBRYO CROSS‐SECTION
Once the outer edge of the cross‐section was found, domains of gene expression are computed
in the domainMeas() function as follows. Fluorescence intensity levels, corresponding to gene
expressions, are computed as a function of fractions of the total circumference of the embryo
cross‐section. Fractions of the circumference are approximated as trapezoidal regions in the
image plane. domainMeas() function takes the fluorescence image and the coordinates of the
outer edge. Optionally, the distance (in pixels) from the outer edge towards the center of the
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cross‐section, i.e. the thickness between the inner and outer edge, can be provided as a
parameter. If not provided, this value defaults to 30 pixels.
The cross‐section is sampled at 300 points around its circumference. Then, gene expression
levels are evaluated at each of these points for each channel. Intensity levels are smoothed by
a moving average. The results are returned in the following format:
t : (number of points) by (number of channels) array of smoothed fluorescent intensity

levels
raw : same as t, but the raw, non‐smoothed data
s: arc‐length of each region, going from ‐1 to +1 divided into 300 points
S2.5. SEGMENTING NUCLEI
If a nuclear channel is present, positions of each nuclei are segmented by the find_nuclei()
function as follows. Image is first prepared by subtracting the background, approximated by
the rolling ball algorithm with a 20‐pixel disk, and smoothing with a Gaussian filter. Then, the
cross‐section image is “unrolled” into a linear representation of nuclei by the function
unroll2(). The outer edge points, computed by borderFinder() function are used as the
landmarks for unrolling. First a trapezoidal region between the inner and outer edges of the
cross‐section is extracted at each point. Then, the trapezoidal regions are applied a projective
transformation based on their four vertices to covert them into full rectangles, effectively
locally transforming the coordinate system. The resulting strip of nuclei are then returned as an
image to the segmenting function, find_nuclei().
The segmentation uses a coarse estimate of nuclear positions, which is calculated by the
morphological opening operation. Then, a watershed is computed to determine trough and
peak locations of each nuclei. Within each computed region between the troughs and peaks, a
local threshold is applied to determine the nuclear position. Finally, a morphological opening of
the image cleans possible spurious pixels. Nuclei centroids and pixels are extracted from the
one‐dimensional representation, which are subsequently used for reconstructing the result
cross‐section.
The function find_nuclei() takes the following input arguments:
I: image of the nuclei channel
xp, yp: points of embryo periphery from borderFinder()
scalings: row vector representing microns per pixel in x, y, z dimensions
Yhatmax: (optional) number of pixels between the inner and outer boundary of the

embryo cross‐section. If not provided, the default value is computed by dividing 18.36
microns by the scale factor (in microns per pixel) in x‐direction.
yesplot: whether or not to plot the image and the boundary. Default value is false
stage: nuclear cycle between 10‐14. Default value is 14.
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find_nuclei() returns the results as:
nucstats: structure containing the nuclei statistics
xnuc, ynuc: centroid locations of each nucleus
snuc: the pseudo‐arclength locations of each nucleus
w: the length of the unrolled image. Roughly equivalent to the pseudo‐perimeter of the

embryo in pixels
mask: label image of nuclei where each nucleus is identified by an integer

S2.6. CALCULATING NUCLEAR INTENSITY LEVELS
The function nuclearintensity() takes only nuclear channels and nuclei statistics from
find_nuclei() and computes the mean and standard error of the mean for each nucleus. The
output is as follows:
Y: (number of nuclei) by (number of nuclear protein channels) array of mean intensities
stdY: (number of nuclei) by (number of nuclear protein channels) array of standard

error

S2.7. CALCULATING INTENSITY LEVELS OF INTRONIC PROBES
The function intronicintensity() takes only channels containing intronic probes and nuclei
statistics from find_nuclei(). The nuclear dot intensity is taken to be the median intensity of
a neighborhood, centered around the max intensity pixel and padded by 5‐pixels in both
directions. The output is as follows:
Y: (number of nuclei) by (number of channel) array of mean intensities
stdY: (number of nuclei) by (number of channel) array of standard error

S2.8. ESTIMATING DORSAL NUCLEAR GRADIENT
The function fit_gaussian() estimates the parameters of a Gaussian PDF to the dorsal
gradient data extracted by analyze_xs(). fit_gaussian() accepts the structure returned by
the analyze_xs() as its input. The intensity profile of nuclear proteins is approximated as a
Gaussian distribution. The closed form of the exact distribution used in fitting is given by:
∗

| |

and the non‐linear least squares fit is used for parameter estimation.
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The output format is similar to the input format, with the exception that the values of several
fields are populated. These fields are as follows:
data.s_mid : row vector of length (number of total channels). Each channel (except for

nuclei and N/A channels) has an independent estimate of the ventral midline. The value
of the midline estmate from the nuclear protein channel(s) will be placed in the
appropriate element of this vector
data.nucprotein_names : string identifying which nuclear protein (i.e., Dorsal, Sna,
etc)
data.A : gradient amplitude, row vector of length (number of nuclear protein channels)
data.B : basal levels, row vector of length (number of nuclear protein channels)
data.M : slope of gradient tail, row vector of length (number of nuclear protein
channels)
data.mu : the midline associated with the nuclear protein channel(s), row vector of
length (number of nuclear protein channels)
data.sig : spatial extent of the gradient, row vector of length (number of nuclear
protein channels)
data.dA,.dB,.dM,.dmu,.dsig : error bars of respective estimates above, row vectors
of length (number of nuclear protein channels)
2
data.gof : R goodness of fit for each nuclear channel, row vector of length (number of
nuclear protein channels)
data.metadata : this field is now updated with the following metadata fields
data.metadata.cint : cell array of size one by (number of nuclear protein channels)
Each element in the cell array is a two by five array containing the 95% confidence
intervals on the five parameters (first row lower bound, second row upper bound) in the
order A,B,M,mu,sig.
data.metadata.cint68 : Same as above but for the 68% confidence intervals.
S2.9. ESTIMATING NON‐NUCLEAR GENES WITH CANONICAL PEAKS
The function fit_peaks() takes, intensity values around the periphery of the embryo and fits
canonical gene expression patterns for embryos in nuclear cycle 14. This is also done for
intronic probe intensity values, which are first smoothed using the function smooth_intron().
In either case, the data are first background‐subtracted before finding the ventral midline.
Finding ventral midline is handled by the find_midline() function.
This function, including its ability to call find_midline() to find the ventral midline, requires
the user to supply a channel name that is consistent with a known list of genes, which is hard‐
encoded into the beginning of fit_peaks. This is because the accuracy and/or success in
finding peaks of gene expression (and the ventral midline) is dependent on the program
knowing what kinds of peaks to expect. For example, if a channel name is 'vnd', then the
program knows there will be two peaks of gene expression, symmetric about the ventral
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midline, and each roughly 25% of the way from the ventral midline to the dorsal midline. When
to strong peaks of signal are found in a rough search of the image, then the program knows to
place the ventral midline directly in between the two peaks. Then, the fitting procedure knows
where to begin looking to make a quantitative fit of the canonical profile to the measured
profiles.
The main input for the fit_peaks() function is the same as in fit_gaussian(), i.e. the output
structure from analyze_xs(). In addition, the following optional arguments are supported:
yesplot : whether or not to plot the image and the boundary. Default value is false.
bkgrndthresh : fraction of max height where background begins, default is 0.15.
peakthresh : fraction of max height of individual peaks end, default is 0.1.

The output of fit_peaks() is the same structure, except that the values of several fields are
populated and updated as follows:
data.s_mid : row vector of length (number of total channels). Each channel (except

for nuclei and N/A channels) has an independent estimate of the ventral midline. The
value of the midline estmate from the mRNA and/or intron channels will be placed in
the appropriate element of this vector
data.gene_names : string identifying genes
data.sV : location of ventral border of genes, in the order given in the gene_names
field.
data.sD : location of dorsal border of genes, in the order given in the gene_names field.
data.w : location of width of genes, in the order given in the gene_names field.
data.dsV,.dsD,.dw : error bars of respective estimates above
2
gof_gene : goodness of fit in R sense for each gene
data.metadata : this field is now updated with the following subfield
data.metadata.genes : contains further details on intermediate values used in fitting,
such as δ, x0, α, and β, as well as the 95% and 68% confidence intervals on these
parameters.
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